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Scaffold via Adaptable DNA-Based Recruitment Domains
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Abstract: Hexameric hemoprotein (HTHP) is employed as
a scaffold protein for the supramolecular assembly and
activation of the apoptotic signalling enzyme caspase-9, using
short DNA elements as modular recruitment domains. Cas-
pase-9 assembly and activation on the HTHP platform due to
enhanced proximity is followed by combinatorial inhibition at
high scaffold concentrations. The DNA recruitment domains
allow for reversible switching of the caspase-9 assembly and
activity state using short modulatory DNA strands. Tuning of
the recruitment domain affinity allows for generating kineti-
cally trapped active enzyme complexes, as well as for dynamic
repositioning of caspases over scaffold populations and
inhibition using monovalent sink platforms. The conceptual
combination of a highly structured multivalent protein plat-
form with modular DNA recruitment domains provides
emergent biomimicry properties with advanced levels of
control over protein assembly.

Spatial and temporal organization of proteins represents an
important principle for controlling signalling pathway
response and regulating downstream intracellular events in
biological signalling processes.[1] Scaffold proteins play a piv-
otal role in providing stable, but frequently adaptive, organ-

ization platforms for the assembly of multiple proteins and
resulting enzyme activation.[2, 3] Proximity-induced protein–
protein interactions are key regulation events to enable
robust switching of enzyme activity.[4, 5] The construction of
synthetic platforms for protein assembly and enzyme activa-
tion provides entries to revealing the molecular mechanisms
behind spatial organization in signalling pathways[6] and
a compact set of diverse scaffolds have shown great promise,
including synthetic materials,[7, 8] DNA origami,[9, 10] and
protein scaffolds.[11,12] Several proteins have been shown to
be appropriate engineering scaffolds for assembling and
activating enzymes,[6, 13, 14] but often harbor limitations with
regard to possibilities for tuning of the affinities of the
recruitment domains.

Caspases are an essential class of enzymes controlling
apoptosis by an archetypical proximity-induced activation
mechanism,[4] exemplified by caspase-8 activation on a supra-
molecular organizing center at the membrane[15] and caspase-
9 activation on the apoptosome (Figure 1b).[16,17] In case of
the latter, caspase-9 assembles on the ring-shaped heptameric
apoptosome by binding to the caspase recruitment domains
(CARDs) located in the center of the platform.[18] Recent
studies suggest that caspase-9 activation is triggered by
proximity-induced dimerization and that the proteolytic
cleavage results in dynamic protease activity.[14–19] Although
the molecular structure of the apoptosome is known,[20]

studying the molecular principles behind enzymatic activation
is challenging due to the complex multi-component structures
involved and limited flexibility to control caspase-9 recruit-
ment in terms of numbers and affinity of the recruitment
domain.

Here, we demonstrate the conceptual approach to use
short DNA elements[21] as programmable and flexible recruit-
ment domains for modular and dynamic protein assembly on
a well-structured multimeric protein scaffold, as illustrated
via caspase-9 assembly and activation (Figure 1c). Such
a hybrid approach allows the evaluation of the principles
behind enzyme assembly onto protein-based scaffolds like
those found in most cellular processes, while ensuring in vitro
control over the recruiting properties using programmable
DNA recognition elements. The symmetric, rigid, and ther-
mostable hexameric tyrosine-coordinated heme protein
(HTHP, Figure 1a)[22] was employed as a scaffolding platform
displaying the DNA recruitment domains to assemble cas-
pase-9 proteins. The symmetric, multimeric structure and size
of HTHP resembles the structure of various scaffold proteins
and organizing centers in the cell,[2, 23] and therefore repre-
sents a good candidate to illustrate our strategy. We show that
the DNA elements act as efficient caspase-9 recruitment
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domains and that, depending on the strength of the DNA
hybridization, stably trapped assemblies are formed or
dynamic exchange between the platforms takes place, with
concomitant modulation of the enzymatic activity. Addition-
ally, the DNA elements allow for reversible on–off switching
via modulation of the recruitment of caspase-9 to the HTHP
protein platform.

Site-specific conjugation of HTHP to single-stranded
DNAs was performed using thiol–maleimide coupling (Fig-
ure 1c) to a single cysteine residue introduced into each
monomer unit of wildtype HTHP by site-directed muta-
genesis (see Supporting Information). The V44 residue was
selected as the mutation site, being located on the top face of
the hexamer with an approximately 3 nm distance between
adjacent V44 residues. The HTHP cysteine mutant
(HTHPV44C) was expressed in E. coli and purified by anion
exchange and size exclusion chromatography (SEC).[24]

Because of the strong intermolecular interactions between
HTHP monomers, the protein is always obtained in its stable
hexameric form.[22] After reaction, the HTHP–DNA biocon-
jugates were purified using SEC, and characterized by SDS-
PAGE and analytical SEC (Figure S1 and S3). The conjuga-
tion efficiency of both the 15-nucleotide (15-nt) and 12-nt
long ssDNA strands to HTHPV44C (affording HTHP–DNA15
and HTHP–DNA12, respectively) was > 95 % (Figure S1).
This thus delivers HTHP platforms containing 6 DNA-based
protein recruitment domains. DNA-conjugated caspase-9
enzyme, caspase-9–DNA, was obtained using strain-pro-

moted azide–alkyne cycloaddition to azide-functionalized
caspase-9, as described previously.[25]

The caspase-9 activities at different platform composi-
tions and over time were evaluated using the synthetic
fluorogenic substrate Ac-LEHD-AFC[26] that becomes fluo-
rescent upon cleavage by activated caspase-9. The enzymatic
activity of the caspase-9–DNA conjugate (24 nm) increased 5-
fold upon the presence of a stoichiometric amount of DNA-
functionalized HTHP platform (HTHP–DNA15, 4 nm,
HTHP concentration was calculated as hexamer; Fig-
ure 2a,b). This activity enhancement is in the same range as
seen in previous works, which used DNA origami and
supramolecular wire platforms.[8, 25] No increase in caspase-9
activity was observed when non-DNA-functionalized HTHP
(HTHPWT, 4 nm) was added or when HTHP–DNA15 with
mismatched DNA strands was added (Figure S4). These
findings indicate that the platform without valid recruitment
domains does not influence the enzymatic activity of caspase-
9. Together, this shows that the DNA-functionalized caspase-
9 becomes active upon recruitment by the DNA-functional-
ized HTHP platform.

Next, we varied the HTHP platform concentration and
observed a bell-shaped activity profile with maximal enzy-
matic activity between 1–2 equivalents of the DNA recruit-
ment domains on the HTHP platform (Figure 2c). This
suggests that the enzymatic activity for the fully occupied
platform (at 1 equivalent of recruitment domains) is compa-
rable to the activity achieved when there is an up to 2-fold
amount of the platform (Figure 2c, right graph). In the latter
case, on average only half of the binding sites would be
occupied in case of a statistical distribution. A further
increase in the HTHP platform concentration led to a notable
decrease in the enzymatic activity, most probably due to
dispersion of enzyme monomers over the excess scaffolds.
This combinatorial inhibition decreases the fraction of plat-
forms containing active caspase-9 dimers, leading to
a decrease in activity.[27–29] The relatively high activity at the
larger scaffold excesses is most probably related to the
intrinsic affinity between caspase-9 monomers and the
cooperative formation of the ternary complex between
HTHP and caspase-9 dimers.[13, 25]

The high DNA hybridization affinity on the HTHP–
DNA15 platform would prevent subsequent reversible
exchange from the DNA recruitment domains and between
the platforms (Figure S5). In order to study such exchange
behavior, also the HTHP–DNA12 platform was prepared,
which is based on the shorter and weaker binding 12-nt DNA
recruitment domain (Figure 2d,e). The basal activity of
caspase-9 assembled on the HTHP–DNA12 platform is
similar to that of the HTHP–DNA15 platform (Figure 2 f).
Interestingly, the HTHP–DNA12 platform indeed showed
reversible recruitment. The activity of an equimolar mixture
of caspase-9–DNA conjugate with the HTHP–DNA12 plat-
form decreased upon addition of an additional amount of the
HTHP–DNA12 platform, indicative for a re-equilibration
event of the caspase-9 population over the HTHP platforms
(Figure S6). This is in contrast to the behavior of the HTHP–
DNA15 platform and testifies to the modularity of the DNA

Figure 1. Caspase-9 assembly on HTHP via DNA recruitment domains.
a) Crystal structure of HTHP (PDB ID; 2OYY). Heme groups are
indicated in red (stick representation). The cysteine mutations at
position 44 for DNA conjugation are indicated in blue. b) Structure of
the apoptosome (green) that activates tethered caspase-9 via proxim-
ity-induced dimerization. Cytochrome c is indicated in yellow. c) Sche-
matic overview of the synthesis and platform assembly strategies.
HTHP is functionalized with 12–15-nt DNAs via maleimide coupling at
Cys-44. Caspase-9 monomer (light red) is labeled with a complemen-
tary DNA using strain-promoted azide–alkyne cycloaddition. Proximity-
induced activity of caspase-9 dimers (deep red) is monitored using the
Ac-LEHD-AFC substrate.
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recruitment domains to enable addressing different kinetic
regimes in protein assembly and sorting.

Complex behavior depends on temporal control over
molecular processes and higher-order response dynamics
through for example, feedback loops and amplification. En
route to such systems, stimuli-responsiveness was introduced

into the HTHP-based platform by addition of DNA control
elements. Such DNA molecular stimuli, analogous to small
molecules or protein effectors typically used by nature,[30,31]

can either interact with the HTHP platform or with the
capase-9 building blocks and therewith block or enable
enzyme recruitment and activation. First, we used a blocker
strand (blocker1) that suppresses enzyme activity by binding
strongly to the DNA recruitment domains on the HTHP
platform and that subsequently can be removed by a displacer
strand (displacer1) using toehold-mediated strand displace-
ment (Figure 3 a and S7). The HTHP–DNA15 platform was
temporarily inhibited by the blocker1 and upon addition of
the displacer1, the enzyme activity sharply increased (Fig-
ure 3b). The temporally controlled release of the blocker
strand thus enables the recruitment and activation of caspase-
9 on the HTHP scaffold.

In a second system, we adapted the design of the blocker–
displacer system to allow multiple cycles of induction and

Figure 2. Caspase-9 activation by DNA-mediated recruitment to the
HTHP platform. a) Representative kinetic time traces and b) overall
enzymatic activity of caspase-9 (24 nm) upon assembly on HTHP
using 15-nt DNA hybridization (4 nm, HTHP–DNA15, red). Each
HTHP platform carries 6 DNA15 recruitment domains. Background
activity of caspase-9–DNA alone (green), with HTHP with mismatched
DNA elements (4 nm, orange), and in presence of wildtype HTHP
(4 nm, blue). Enzymatic activity was determined from the slope of the
fluorescence curves between the first 40 to 80 minutes. c) Effect of
HTHP–DNA15 platform concentration on the enzymatic activity of
caspase-9. Equivalents indicate the concentration of individual HTHP
proteins. The right graph shows an expanded section at low platform
concentrations between 0 and 2/6 equiv HTHP–DNA15. d) DNA
sequences of the caspase-9-DNA conjugate (gray), HTHP–DNA15
(red) and HTHP–DNA12 (blue). e) Schematic representation of
dynamic exchange between platforms by use of 12-bp hybridization on
HTHP–DNA12. f) Comparison of the enzymatic activity of caspase-9
tethered to either HTHP–DNA15 or HTHP–DNA12. All measurements
were performed in triplicate with error bars representing the standard
deviation, and the total caspase-9-DNA concentration at 24 nm.

Figure 3. DNA-based control elements enable selective switching of
enzymatic activity. a) Schematic representation of the initiation of
enzymatic activity by displacement of blocker strands (purple) from
the protein binding strands (red) on HTHP using a displacer strand
(green). See Figure S7 for details regarding the sequence design of the
DNA elements. b) Kinetic traces of caspase-9 enzyme activity. Plat-
forms were assembled at 8 nm using HTHP–DNA15 and combined
with 24 nm caspase-9–DNA conjugate and 28 nm blocker strand. After
40 min, either 32 nm (red) or 0 nm (green) of the displacer strand was
added. c) Schematic representation of the reversible switching of
tethered enzyme activity using blocker–displacer strand cycles (indi-
cated in pink and cyan, respectively). See Figure S8 for details
regarding the sequence design of the DNA elements. d) Kinetic traces
of caspase-9 enzyme activity. Platforms were assembled at 8 nm using
HTHP–DNA12 and combined with 24 nm caspase-9-DNA. At various
time points indicated by arrows, displacer and blocker strands were
added. For the red curve, 28 nm blocker, 28 nm displacer, and 32 nm

blocker were added at 60, 120, and 180 min, respectively. For the light
green curve, only 28 nm blocker were added at 60 min. A positive
control without addition of blocker or displacer is indicated in blue,
while background activity of caspase-9-DNA conjugate without HTHP
is indicated in dark green.
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inhibition of enzymatic activity, using the reversible DNA
hybridization on the more transient binding HTHP–DNA12
platform (Figure 3c and S8 for design). Starting with caspase-
9 recruited and activated on the platform, the addition of
a blocker strand (blocker2) that binds to the caspase-9–DNA
conjugate resulted in a decrease in enzyme activity (Fig-
ure 3d). The enzyme activity could be reversibly restored
upon addition of a displacer strand (displacer2) that binds and
sequesters the blocker, priming caspase-9 for reactivation on
the HTHP platform (Figure 3d and S8). Full restoration of
enzymatic activity compared to the control was not observed
(compare red and blue curves, Figure 3 d) and can be
explained by a combination of effects including incomplete
sequestration of the blocker and kinetics of the displacement
reaction. Nevertheless, a second addition of the blocker2
allowed again to decrease the enzymatic activity (Figure 3d).
Taken together, these results indicate that the HTHP plat-
forms with DNA recruitment domains can be designed to
respond to external stimuli that influence the assembly
behavior and activity of the tethered enzymes.

The HTHP–DNA12 and HTHP–DNA15 scaffolds allow
for the study of the effects of dispersion of the caspase-9
enzymes over two scaffolds with different recruitment domain
affinities, where one of the two scaffolds can behave as an
inhibitory sink.[32] To generate such a sink scaffold, we
prepared a monofunctionalized HTHP platform that only
contains a single DNA15 recruitment domain on which
proximity-induced dimerization of caspase-9 monomers
cannot occur. This variant (HTHP–monoDNA15) was syn-
thesized by reacting an excess of HTHPV44C with maleimide-
functionalized 15-nt DNA. The reaction mixture was first
purified with SEC to remove unreacted DNA, followed by
anion exchange chromatography to remove unreacted HTHP
and HTHP containing more than one DNA strand (Fig-
ure S9). The caspase-9 activity was first evaluated in the
presence of various concentrations of monovalent platform
HTHP–monoDNA15 (Figure 4a). Indeed, the addition of
HTHP–monoDNA15 did not result in enzyme activation. At
platform concentrations exceeding 0.5 equiv, even a slight
decrease in enzymatic activity could be observed (Figure 4b),
suggesting that tethering of a single caspase-9 monomer to the
platform actually inhibits background enzymatic and caspase-
9 dimerization activity. This could result from a weakening of
the caspase-9 dimerization in solution[33] by the attachment of
the bulky HTHP platform.

The monovalent, inactivating HTHP–monoDNA15 plat-
form was then used to sequester caspase-9 monomers away
from an activating HTHP platform, effectively shifting the
equilibrium from a high-activity to a low-activity state. To this
end, a 2-times excess of HTHP–monoDNA15 was added to
caspase-9 assembled on either the HTHP–DNA15 or the
HTHP–DNA12 platform (Figure 4c). The caspase-9 activity
on the HTHP–DNA15 platform with the strongly binding,
non-reversible, DNA recruitment domains was not affected
by the addition of the monovalent platform (red curve,
Figure 4c). The caspase-9 proteins are thus kinetically
trapped on the HTHP–DNA15 platform, ensuring continued
activation, despite the presence of platform sinks with free
recruitment domains. In contrast, the activity of caspase-9

assembled on the HTHP–DNA12 platform gradually dimin-
ished to background levels in a time period of approximately
100 min. upon addition of the monovalent platform (blue
curve). The HTHP–DNA12 platform thus allows for dynamic
enzyme exchange to the HTHP–monoDNA15 platform,
which reduces the number of activated caspase-9 species,
suppressing enzymatic activity. A control experiment using
a simple ssDNA strand as inhibitory sink also showed
decreasing enzymatic activity over a 100 min time period,
albeit with a faster onset most likely caused by the difference
in molecular size between the two sinks (Figure S10).
Collectively, these results demonstrate that the interplay
between the number of enzyme binding sites on the HTHP
platform and the interaction strength of the DNA-based
recruitment elements enables control over the behavior of
tethered caspase-9 enzymes.

This study has highlighted the potential of combining
protein-based scaffolds with DNA-based recruitment ele-
ments for the generation and study of higher-ordered enzyme
assemblies. The combination of a highly structured HTHP
protein platform with short, adaptable DNA sequences leads
to an advanced level of biomimicry with great modular
control.[34] Via the protein platform the number and structural
organization of the recruited proteins can be controlled and
DNA recruitment domains allow tuning of affinity and
dynamics. The presented system and general concept are

Figure 4. Dynamic enzyme exchange between HTHP platforms results
in modulation of activity. a) Schematic representation of the assembly
of caspase-9 on a mono-functionalized HTHP–DNA platform. b) Enzy-
matic activity of caspase-9 (24 nm) combined with varying concentra-
tions of HTHP–monoDNA15. The error bars represent the standard
deviation of the measurements performed in triplicate. c) Caspase-9
exchange between HTHP platforms with 6 and 1 recruitment domains,
controlled by the interaction strength of the DNA domains. Caspase-9-
DNA conjugates were assembled with 8 nm HTHP–DNA15 (red) or
HTHP–DNA12 (blue). After 60 min, 48 nm of mono-functionalized
HTHP was added to both samples.
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expected to enable diverse bottom-up approaches for protein
assembly and control of enzyme activation. The combination
with protein scaffolds also brings DNA nanotechnology a step
closer to applications in cells or in vivo, compared to systems
which only consist of DNA.
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